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ABSTRACT  
The present investigation focuses on beginning stall at moderate angles of attack at the NASA Common 
Research Model and represents a natural follow-up to post-stall studies at high angles of attack in previous 
work in the authors’ working group. Flow separation characteristics are analysed at three angles of attack 
by three different hybrid RANS/LES models, namely IDDES, DDES and AZDES. The wing pressure 
distributions are compared to experimental data from the European Strategic Wind Tunnels Improved 
Research Potential (ESWIRP) project. All three models show fully attached flow at α =10°. For α =12° a 
spanwise variation of separation characteristics can be observed between the models while all models 
overestimate flow separation. Nevertheless, IDDES yields better agreement in comparison to experimental 
data at this angle of attack but still overpredicts flow separation. For an angle of attack of α =14° all three 
models show similar results but still overestimate the area of flow separation in comparison to experimental 
data.. The differences could be traced back to different filter width definitions of IDDES and the other two 
models which lead to a faster breakup of turbulent structures and a smaller recirculation area in the IDDES 
case.  

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Beginning flow separation on transport aircraft limits their flight performance and represents a safety-critical 
aspect. A correct prediction of the stalling characteristics of the wing, including the formation of vortices and 
turbulent structures, which propagate downstream in the wake and may induce loads on the empennage, is 
essential for structural integrity and control. Nevertheless, the prediction of beginning flow separation still 
poses significant difficulties to numerical methods to properly predict the correct angle of attack at which 
stall occurs, separation position and the development of separation induced turbulence. Therefore, 
evaluation, development and selection of appropriate numerical methods for the simulation of aircraft 
aerodynamics at the borders of the flight envelope are of special interest. A more accurate prediction and 
understanding of safety critical aerodynamic phenomena allows a deeper insight into flow physics and 
interactions which may occur at stall conditions. These pursuits are driven by the need to better characterize 
the behavior of passenger aircraft far from their design conditions, in situations that are difficult to predict 
via wind tunnel experiments or flight tests.  

Post stall wake and high-speed stall of transport aircraft were investigated in several studies of the authors’ 
working group, including the typical airliner cruise conditions around the transonic design Mach number 
[5,8] as well as high angle of attack situations at low speed stall [8,16,17]. As the aforementioned studies 
showed superior results of hybrid RANS/LES models in comparison to unsteady RANS in terms of the 
extent of the separated wake as well as its turbulent content, these models shall be applied in the following. 
The present work focuses on beginning flow separation at flight relevant Reynolds numbers, low speed and 
moderate angles of attack, as indicated by the red circle in Figure 3-2. Consequently it represents a natural 
follow-up to the studies at high angle of attack and fully separated flow. Fundamental characteristics of stall 
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behavior and development of turbulence in vicinity of the separation position as well as above the wing 
surface shall be investigated and give insight into the physical mechanisms of stall at swept wings.  

Common shortcomings of different DES-type methods include modelled stress depletion and grid-induced 
separation. Flows involving smooth surface separation, which might occur at moderate angles of attack, are 
more sensitive to these issues than the geometry-defined leading edge separation that could be observed at 
higher angles of attack. For this reason, a comparison of simulations at these challenging conditions using 
the DDES (Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation)[14] and IDDES (Improved Delayed Detached Eddy 
Simulation)[12] approaches as well as the in-house developed AZDES (Automated Zonal DES)[2,8] method 
for TAU [11] is performed. While DDES and IDDES rely on a delay function in order to prevent early 
switching from RANS turbulence to resolved LES content, the AZDES approach allows additional shielding 
of the attached flow regions by enforcing RANS in locations specified by the user via solution-based 
variables. This approach was validated in high speed stall conditions [2,8]. The present work provides insight 
in previous research on the CRM stall and presents a short summary of flow separation on swept wings in 
the following section. Subsequently the computational setup including simulation models and grid is 
described. The main section presents the simulation results as well as their interpretation and is concluded by 
a summary and outlook. 

1.1 Flow separation and wake of transport aircraft 
The NASA Common Research Model (CRM) [15], which is investigated in the following has established 
itself as a widely used configuration for studies focusing on contemporary aircraft designs. Within the scope 
of numerical investigations at this transport aircraft [8] it was possible to observe flow separation beginning 
at an angle of attack of 10° at the wing tip, which extends to the entire wing as the angle of attack increases.  
Stall at high angles of attack at the CRM has been extensively studied by Waldmann et al.[16,17]. 
Furthermore, Waldmann et al.[16] showed that wake physics could be resolved for these conditions using 
scale-resolving methods such as Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) leading to reliable results of aerodynamic 
coefficients. Unsteady RANS methods, on the other hand, are capable of reliably handling flow without 
separation until α ≈ 10◦. As shown in the same work, the post-stall wake is dominated by the shear layers 
emanating from the leading edge and trailing edge of the wing, whose destabilization and collapse determine 
the shape and size of the recirculation region. This flow exhibits bluff body-like characteristics, with a large 
wake undulating in the manner of a vortex street. This meandering motion contains a significant part of the 
total fluctuation energy in the wake and takes place in a Strouhal number range between 0.2 and 0.6, which 
agrees well with the supercritical regime described for unswept airfoils by Huang and Lin [4]. This showed 
that these simulations allow insight into the dynamics of the wake due to their significant spatial and 
temporal resolution. The high angles of attack described above facilitate the use of DES-type methods, as the 
separation is triggered directly at the wing leading edge by the geometrical shape and extends over the entire 
wing span. Moderate α values between the onset of separation and the fully separated post-stall conditions 
pose the additional difficulty of a possibly varying separation location, which is not necessarily fixed by 
geometrical shape. Pressure driven smooth surface separation might occur, which still represents one major 
challenge for computational fluid dynamics [7]. In addition, spanwise flow effects on swept wings may lead 
to variations of separation characteristics or possible unsteady reattachment phenomena that make a proper 
representation of the flow physics even more difficult. Flow separation on swept wings shows, in 
comparison to airfoils and unswept wings, different characteristics concerning separation behavior. As 
Harper and Maki [3] already discussed in the 1960s, wing sweep might result in a shifting of flow separation 
from the trailing edge to the leading edge. Furthermore, they showed that an increase in angle of attack 
during growing flow separation leads to an inboard movement of the tip vortex which results in an increased 
drag. In addition, a fast shift of the separation position from the trailing to the leading edge might be induced 
by the characteristic strong suction peak of transonic airfoils such as the one used at the CRM.  
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2.0 COMPUTATIONAL SETUP 

The flow conditions are chosen according to the ESWIRP wind tunnel measurements in the European 
Transonic Windtunnel (ETW) (run 316) [8] including a 2.7% scale model of the NASA CRM, a Reynolds 
number based on the mean chord (MAC = 0.189m) of 11.6 Mio and a Mach number of 0.25. The angles of 
attack on which this work focuses are 12° and 14°. A detailed description of the model can be found in 
Vassberg et al.[15]. The wind tunnel campaign is described by Lutz et al.[8]. The computational grid 
corresponds to the hybrid grid described in detail in [17] without a fully structured wake, but with an 
integrated hexahedral block on the wing suction side and in vicinity of the trailing edge in order to resolve 
flow physics in the stall region and beginning wake. The boundary layer mesh consists of prisms, mainly at 
the fuselage, as well as hexahedra at the wing and horiziontal tailplane surfaces. The mesh resolution on the 
wall is chosen in such a way that y+ of the first gridpoint is smaller than one on the entire airplane surface. 

The deformation of the wind tunnel model was taken into account by deforming the grid according to wind 
tunnel data. Because this work focuses on separation at the wing, the wake was filled with tetrahedra in order 
to save gridpoints and computational cost. The boundary layer mesh as well as a slice though the structured 
block on the wing suction side are shown in Figure 3-1. Overall, the grid contains a total of 38 million 
gridpoints. A summary of simulation parameters is given in Table 3-1.    

Table 3-1: Flow conditions and simulation runs 

MAC 
   

0.189144m 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 3-1: CRM boundary layer mesh and hexahedral blocks (prisms green, hexahedra red) and 
a slice through the structured hexahedra block at 50% semi-span 

All simulations in this work were performed with the unstructured finite volume solver TAU [11] version 
2018.1.0 by DLR. A central differencing scheme provides second order accuracy for the convective terms. 
Matrix-valued artificial dissipation with low dissipation settings in scale resolving regions (k(4)=1/1024) and 
standard dissipation settings in RANS regions (k(4)=1/64) stabilizes the numerical scheme. The most recent 
low dissipation and low dispersion models [10] are employed in order to ensure optimum accuracy of the 
turbulence propagation in the scale resolving regions. As another measure to mitigate the grey area problem 
of hybrid RANS/LES-models, the vorticity-sensitive filter width model  according to [9] is applied. 
Furthermore, a first order Roe scheme is used for the convective fluxes of the turbulence equations and a 
LU-SGS scheme serves as linear solver. Second order temporal discretization is realized with a Backward-
Euler dual time stepping scheme. The physical timestep for computations of Δt=34μs is chosen according to 
Waldmann et al. [16], which corresponds to 100 timesteps per convective time unit . 
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Convergence acceleration is realized via a 5w multigrid cycle. The number of inner iterations is set to 100. 
As a consequence of the high Reynolds number, the flow is considered fully turbulent. 

The hybrid RANS/LES models use the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model in its original formulation as turbulence 
model[13], which showed good results in previous studies at higher angles of attack [16,17]. Steady state 
computations deliver the starting point for unsteady URANS simulations, which are performed subsequently 
as starting point for the hybrid simulations. The AZDES method requires a precursor URANS simulation, 
which was run over 20  leading to a representative distribution of the turbulent length scale used in the 
AZDES as basis for the definition of the RANS and DES zones respectively. The hybrid RANS/LES 
simulations in this work are performed using DDES, IDDES and AZDES models. DDES and IDDES both 
evolved from the original DES formulation [13] of Spalart et al. and include enhancements such as boundary 
layer shielding. Further information about the DDES and IDDES models can be found in Spalart et al. [14] 
and Shur et al.[12], respectively. The AZDES was developed for transonic flow cases with shock induced 
separation and transonic buffet, where conventional hybrid RANS/LES models show shortcomings such as 
modelled stress depletion and grid-induced separation. First applications in this flow regime were shown at 
the CRM [8, 2]. This method introduces a zonal, time independent shielding of the attached boundary layer 
based on results of a precursor URANS simulation. Similar to Zonal DES (ZDES) [1], a blending function fa 
defines the RANS/LES interface. This function can be influenced by evaluating the turbulent length scale of 
the precursor computation, as well as by two wall distance dependent parameters. In the following a short 
description of the AZDES model is presented. 

As first step for creating the RANS/LES zone division, fa is set by a user defined threshold value Lc of the 
turbulent length scale Lt following Eq.(1). All points in the computational domain with Lt smaller Lc are 
consequently treated in RANS mode. If Lt > Lc, DES mode is activated.  

 

 
 
Close to the wall, i.e. when , an additional shielding of the boundary layer can be activated, which 
overwrites areas of DES mode in this region.  The value of fa follows Eq.(2):  

 
 (2) 

 
The third parameter defines a wall distance, above which DES content is allowed independently of the state 
of flow separation. This parameter dDES modifies fa where : 

 
 (3)  

 
In the present work, Lc and dDES are set to 1% of the mean aerodynamic chord, dRANS is set to 0. 
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3.0 RESULTS 

Waldmann et al. [16] already demonstrated good agreement of DDES simulation results with experimental 
data for high angles of attack. The lift coefficient as well as the dimensionless frequency of wake structures 
agreed with the theory of unswept wings and revealed a bluff body like behavior. Figure 3-2 shows the lift 
coefficient of the CRM related to the angle of attack, which was determined during the ESWIRP campaign. 
Grey circles represent DDES, whereas the grey circle at α=18° indicates Waldmann et al.’s DDES result 
[16]. The green squares indicate IDDES results for angles of attack of 10°, 12° and 14°, blue triangles 
represent AZDES solutions at the respective angles of attack.  

It is clearly visible that at α =10° all three models show good agreement to the experimental values. All three 
models underpredict the lift coefficient for higher angles of attack, IDDES yields the best agreement with 
experimental data for 12° and 14°, whereas DDES and AZDES both result in similar lower CL values.  

 
 

 

Exp. 
   

10 1.04 0.997 1.048 1.051 

12 1.19 1.11 1.03 0.993 

14 1.19 1.04 0.995 0.982 
 

 

Figure 3-2: CRM polar at M∞ = 0.25, Re∞ = 11.6 · 106, red circle: region of interest, lift coefficient of 
simulations at different angles of attack  

The wind tunnel data of the pressure coefficient on the wing surface are compared to the different models’ 
solutions in Figure 3-3 at several slices through the wing at α=12°. In the inboard area until 30% of the semi-
span, all simulations fit well to experimental data and yield similar results. Between 40% and 60% semi-
span, IDDES matches very well with the experiment in terms of the suction peak near the leading edge and 
the overall pressure distribution, whereas AZDES and DDES underestimate the suction peak. In addition, 
AZDES and DDES show an immediate rise of cp in vicinity of the leading edge outboard of 40% semispan 
followed by a plateau of constant pressure which hints at beginning flow separation at these positions. Both 
AZDES and DDES underestimate the pressure level on the wing suction side downstream of x/c=0.3.  

At 73% semi-span IDDES still shows good agreement with the experiment and reproduces shape and level 
of the pressure distribution. DDES and AZDES both underestimate the pressure, showing a plateau of 
constant cp starting in vicinity of the leading edge which hints at fully separated flow at this spanwise 
position. At the two outboard positions IDDES shows the described signs of flow separation at the leading 
edge in the mean pressure distribution namely an immediate rise of cp as well as constant cp further 
downstream. DDES and AZDES show a smoother increase of pressure which matches the experimental data 
at 95% halfspan. IDDES leads to a lower pressure level on the wing suction side in this region. 

The experimental data shows a smoother increase of pressure after the suction peak throughout the entire 

AZDES Experiment 
IDDES 
DDES 
AZDES 
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wingspan, which leads to the assumption that no flow separation occurred at 12° during the experiment. 
Consequently, all three models seem to overestimate flow separation at α = 12°. IDDES matches best with 
the experiment in inboard regions while DDES and AZDES show better agreement at the wing tip. 

   

Figure 3-3: Mean pressure coefficient on the wing surface in several slices, α=12° 

Figure 3-4 shows the root mean square of the pressure coefficient on the wing suction side as well as time 
averaged surface streamlines for IDDES, DDES and AZDES at an angle of attack of 12°. IDDES shows a 
surface vortex near the leading edge as well as higher pressure fluctuations in the region of 80% semi-span. 
In this region we already expected flow separation based on the pressure distribution of Figure 3-3. 
Furthermore a vortical structure in vicinity of the yehudi break in combination with trailing edge separation 
can be observed. DDES and AZDES show an inboard shift of the leading edge vortex as well as an increase 
in vortex size. The flow is separated at the leading edge between 30% and 70% of the semi-span. In the 
outboard wing section the separation location is shifted toward the trailing edge showing no flow separation 
at 95% semi-span. 

η=0.397 η=0.502 η=0.603 

η=0.727 η=0.846 η=0.95 

η=0.131 η=0.201 η=0.283 
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Figure 3-4: RMS of pressure coefficient on the wing suction side and surface streamlines, α=12° 

  

 (a) AZDES    (b) DDES   (c) IDDES 

Figure 3-5: Surfaces of λ2 =-100000 at α=12° above the wing, colored by streamwise velocity 

AZDES shows the same characteristics as DDES. In both cases, no trailing edge separation inboard of the 
trailing edge kink can be observed. A possible explanation for the leading edge separation in the vortex 
region of all three cases is the strong pressure peak of the supercritical airfoil which accelerates the 
movement of flow separation from the trailing edge area toward the leading edge area. Furthermore, the 
wing sweep might amplify this behavior by spanwise flow effects as proposed by Harper and Maki [3].  

Figure 3-5 shows the development of turbulent structures on the wing suction side at α=12° by means of λ2 
isosurfaces. Besides the difference in separation size, which could already be observed in Figure 3-4, 
AZDES and DDES show a similar development of turbulent structures. IDDES shows a quicker 
development of small eddy structures directly after separation and smaller turbulent structures in the entire 
separation zone. These observations give rise to the question why the three different models show such a 
different separation behavior which causes different predictions of the lift coefficient. 
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Figure 3-6: mean pressure coefficient on the wing surface in several slices, α=14° 

  

Figure 3-7: RMS of pressure coefficient on the wing suction side and surface streamlines, α=14° 

Before performing a more in-depth analysis of the different models’ behaviors, an analysis of flow 
separation at an angle of attack of 14° is performed. The mean pressure distribution in several slices on the 
wing surface for α=14° is shown in Figure 3-6. In this case all three simulations show a comparable behavior 
throughout the entire halfspan. In the wing tip region, they tend to a too early rise in pressure, which hints at 
overestimated flow separation. The resemblance of the flow patterns can be observed in Figure 3-7 by means 
of the rms of cp as well as the surface streamlines. All three simulations show a similar streamline 

η=0.131 η=0.201 η=0.283 

 
η=0.397 η=0.502 η=0.603 

η=0.727 η=0.846 η=0.950 
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distribution. The surface vortex near the leading edge that was observed in the 12° case has moved further 
inboard in all cases and is located at approx. 15% semi-span. The whole wing shows large recirculation areas 
and flow separation occurs over the entire wingspan. Furthermore, parts of the leading edge in the outboard 
wing section show a spanwise flow but do not seem to be separated. The λ2 structures in Figure 3-8 confirm 
these observations. Near the wing tip, the separation position has moved downstream and is no longer placed 
directly at the leading edge in all three simulations. In addition, similarly to α=12°, IDDES shows a quicker 
development of small eddy structures downstream of the separation location. The better agreement of all 
three models with experimental data and in comparison to each other at higher angles of attack shows the 
good applicability of either of these models for post-stall investigations at fully separated wings. 

 

 (a) AZDES    (b) DDES    (c) IDDES 
 

Figure 3-8: Surfaces of λ2 =-100000 at α=14° above the wing, colored by streamwise velocity  

 

(a) AZDES   (b) IDDES   (c) DDES 

Figure 3-9: Ratio of hybrid to RANS length scale at η =0.85, RANS zones yellow and scale 
resolving zones blue, lines of fd = 0.5 in AZDES and DDES as well as fdt = 0.5 in IDDES, α=12° 

In order to investigate the models’ differences for beginning flow separation, Figure 3-9 shows the 
distributions of RANS zones and scale resolving zones at α=12° in a slice of 85% semi-span. In addition, the 
DDES and IDDES boundary layer shielding functions are represented by red lines and show areas close to 
the surface which are treated in RANS mode due to these functions. RANS areas outside the red line are 
activated either by the user (AZDES), the grid spacing (DDES, this represents the original DES97 behavior) 
or different relations between grid spacing and wall distance (IDDES). As all three models show RANS 
behavior near the leading edge without triggered boundary layer shielding (leading edge area is located 
outside of the shielding area, indicated by the red line in Figure 3-9), none of the mentioned problems of 
modelled stress depletion and grid induced separation caused by insufficient boundary layer shielding 
applies. This is also an explanation for the similar behavior of AZDES and DDES as the additional shielding 
of AZDES is not required to protect the boundary layer from under resolved LES content. A closer look at 
the different models’ formulation reveals a possible explanation. In DDES, the LES length scale is defined as 
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the product of filter width, in this case , a numerical constant  and a low Re correction in the 
whole computational area. 

In IDDES, the filter width is modified by a function of the wall distance 
 with  the wall normal grid step, dw the wall 

distance and hmax the maximum cell length. In the current case, this formulation leads to a decrease of the 
filter width and consequently LES length scale above the wing suction side which results in an increased 
resolution of turbulent structures and their faster breakup finally leading to a favorable mitigation of the grey 
area in IDDES. This effect results in a decrease of the size of the recirculation area which is indicated in 
Figure 3-10 by the mean streamwise velocity in two slices through the CRM wing at an angle of attack of 
14°. At 50% semi-span, DDES shows a larger recirculation area in wall normal as well as in streamwise 
direction in Comparison to IDDES. Furthermore, AZDES yields a decrease of wall normal extent but an 
increase of the streamwise extent of recirculation in comparison to IDDES. At 80% semi-span only DDES 
shows a significant area of negative mean velocity. In contrary, IDDES shows only small recirculation and 
AZDES no areas of negative streamwise velocity at all. A possible explanation for these differences in flow 
separation area and size of the recirculation zone is the already mentioned formation of smaller eddies in 
vicinity of the leading edge in the IDDES case, which can be observed in the λ2 structures shown in Figure 3-
8. These small scale structures lead to a more unstable shear layer emanating from the leading edge and 
accelerate the decay of turbulent structures resulting in a smaller recirculation area. This behavior also gives 
a possible explanation for the major difference of flow separation in the case of α=12°. A bigger separation 
area might change the pressure distribution of the wing, lead to a change in induced angle of attack and 
consequently amplify the effect and result in a further increase of separation including an inboard shift of the 
surface vortex.  

All in all, IDDES is slightly superior in this usecase due to an effective decrease of grey area. No smooth 
surface separation could be observed in this case due to the effect of leading edge separation caused by the 
characteristics of the supercritical profile and wing sweep effects. Nevertheless, further development of 
hybrid models is necessary in order to be able to reproduce the stalling characteristics which were observed 
in the experiment. This will include further acceleration of RANS to LES transition, the use of different 
turbulence models, grid modifications and variation of dissipation settings. 

 
(a) IDDES, η=0.5 (b) DDES, η=0.5   (c) AZDES, η=0.5 

 

d) IDDES, η=0.8 (e) DDES, η=0.8   (f) AZDES, η=0.8 

Figure 3-10: Time averaged streamwise velocity at α=14° in two slices though the CRM wing.  
The red line represents 〈u〉=0 m/s. 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work a computational study of low speed stall of the CRM at moderate angles of attack was 
conducted. A comparison of different hybrid RANS/LES models and experimental data showed that all 
models tend to overestimate the extent of separated flow at beginning wing stall. While AZDES and DDES 
lead to a similar separation characteristic with a large area of separated flow in the outer region of the wing at 
α=12°, IDDES yields a smaller separation area and is in better agreement with the experiment between 28% 
and 85% halfspan at this angle of attack. This different behavior might be traced back to a difference in the 
filter width definition of the models, where IDDES leads to the development of small scale turbulent 
structures and their accelerated breakup.  Simulations at α=14° showed similar results for all three models in 
terms of the spanwise extent of flow separation and mean pressure distribution. At this angle of attack, 
IDDES also showed smaller turbulent structures and an overall smaller extent of the recirculation area over 
the wing surface. For future investigations, different turbulence models will be applied as well as a 
refinement of the grid in the leading edge area, as this region seems to limit the early resolution of 
turbulence. A further acceleration from RANS to LES might be achieved by reducing the dissipation in 
RANS areas. 
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